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Skirmish
Force
1648-1676
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Besz-Basz (1648-76)

UWAGI:

Special Rules:
Swimming, Excellent Bowmen, Good Warriors, “They Have a Lot of Guns!”, "Beating the Tartars...",
"Their Sight is Better and More Penetrating...", Jasyr

+1 FSP for Mirza
instead of			
-1 FSP for exchange of three 3-Base torhaks of any type of warriors into
three 2-Base thoraks (not more than once).				
+1 FSP for 3 additional bases of Tartar Warriors.			
+1 FSP for 4 additional bases of Tartar Rabble.

* You may exchange the 3-Base Tartar Warrior torhak from the base of the
Skirmish Force into two 2-Base Tartar Rabble torhaks.		
* Not more than half of the Tartar Warrior thoraks can have shields.
* Tartar Rabble must be grouped into hordes of 4-8 Bases.		
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Formacja

Ruch

Nuradyn/Bej 20/+20

Odporność

Morale

Wyszkolenie

5

7

5

Walka Wręcz

Strzelanie

Broń

Skuteczność

Zasięg

1

Broń ręczna

0

WW

Dowódca

Oszczep

0

5

Mało amunicji

Łuk

0

1

Kałkan

MIRZA [
Commander

Mirza

Zasady specjalne

10/20 Pozorowana ucieczka
WW

Strzał w szarży
– łuk

]

20/+20

4

7

5

1

1

Hand weapon

0

CC

Commander

Javelin

0

5

Scarce Ammunition

Bow

0

10/20

Feigned Flight

Shield

CC

TARTAR WARRIORS
Cavalry

Tartar
Warriors

20/+20

Tartar

20/+20

Warriors
with spears

2

2

5

6

4

4

2

2

2

1

0

CC

Bow

0/-1

10/20

Spear

0/1

CC

Hand weapons

1, 2

Shield 1

1. Some Tartar warrior torhaks can be equipped with spears
and/or shields – see the Army List for details.

CC

Feigned Flight
Scouts
Shooting while Charging

– Bow

2. The spears should be 2-2.2cm long.

TARTAR RABBLE (KAZINDJI)
Cavalry

Kazindji

20/+20

2

5

3

2

1

Peasant Weapons

-1/-1

CC

Light Cavalry

Javelin

0

5

Rabble

2

Robbers
Scarce Ammunition

1. In theory kazindji were formed into torhaks. However, a kazindji torhak is not an independent unit. Before the battle you
must combine torhaks into hordes. A horde of 4 to 8 Bases
is the smallest independent kazindji unit. In order to mark
this, exchange one Tartar rabble Base for a Base with a commander and standard-bearer (in combat treat it as a normal
kazindji base).

2. Some kazindji used bows, javelins or lassos. We decided to
grant them a Shooting of 1 and javelin in order to represent
their ability to shoot.
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Special rules

Swimming

Tartars were known for their ease of crossing water obstacles. They were able to swim
across most rivers and used this often to conduct surprise attacks or to avoid combat.
Cavalry units with Armor 3 or less and Commanders in the Skirmish Force or regiment with
this rule may cross the river in any place, as long as they have the Move Order (they may
not enter a river using any other Order, unless they are Withdrawing or Fleeing). They may
not change the Order after entering the river. Swimming Units treat the river as Difficult
Terrain. The Unit must move in a way that will allow it to cross the river as quickly as possible. You may not swim along the river.
At the end of the turn, in the Reorganization phase, the Unit must pass a Skill test. A failed
test results in the loss of 1 strength point. If the test is failed by 5 or more the Unit loses
2 strength points. This test may not be modified by a Commander spending Command
Points.
When swimming, a Unit may not shoot. If a Unit is forced to Flee or Withdraw into a river
as a result of Close Combat or Shooting, it must pass an additional Skill test. If the Unit
in the river is Disorganized, it must pass two Skill tests instead of one and if it is Fleeing,
three. As always, each failed test results in the loss of 1 or 2 strength points.

Excellent Bowmen

Tartars trained bow shooting from a very young age and truly were masters of the bow.
Commanders, warriors (also warriors with spears) and elite warriors are treated as Veterans (as if they had a Skill: 5) when shooting their bows.

Good Warriors

The rough lifestyle caused even the Tartar rabble to develop good individual weapon
abilities. When rolling to hit in Close Combat treat kazindji as if they had a Skill: 4.

Robbers

Nogai Tartars were extremely poor (even by Tartar standards). Pillaging raids often were
their only source of subsistence.
All units in the Nogai Tartar Horde have the Robbers rule.

“They Have a Lot of Guns!”

Tartars feared firearms – often even a missed salvo was enough to scare them away.
If Tartars are shot at by firearms at Effective Range they must pass a Morale test even if
they did not lose a Base – any losses will suffice or artillery.
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"Beating the Tartars..."

Żółkiewski wrote that "beating the Tartars is like defeating the birds in the sky”. Their
mobility and skill in scouting allowed them to avoid combat in less than ideal conditions.
The Tartar commander may spend 4 Reconnaissance Points to try and choose terrain advantageous to his forces during point B of scenario preparation. If the Tartar player chooses the scenario and he is Weaker, then he or she may reroll up to 2 scenario rolls. They
must accept the result of the reroll and these cannot be rerolled. In addition, the “Ambush”
scenario is worth 2 points for the Tartars and not 3. If the enemy chooses the scenario and
the Tartars are Stronger, then the Tartar player may make his opponent reroll one scenario
result of the Tartar player’s choice.

"Their Sight is Better and More Penetrating..."

Tatars had an uncanny ability to take full advantage of any tactical opportunity.
Once per turn one Tartar Unit which is more than 40cm from the Commander may become
semiindependent. In the Orders Phase it may be given any Order. The Order is placed face
up. In order to be given a Charge Order the Unit must be within 20cm of the enemy and
pass a Morale test. There is no need for the Morale test if at least one Base of the Unit is
to the flank or the rear of the enemy Unit that is the target of the charge. If the test fails the
rule cannot be used in the current turn. If a Defense Order is given in this way the Unit may
use the Hail of Arrows special rule.

Jasyr

Tartars were difficult to catch – the only way was to attack them when they were slowed
down by prisoners – jesir in Turkish or jasyr in Polish.
In a battle in which the Tatars are the Defender they have to deploy jasyr. One base of jasyr
is deployed per every chambul/regiment/Skirmish Force. Do not deploy any jasyr in the Patrol scenario. In Attack on a Village and Capture the Crossing scenarios the Weaker player
is the Defender. In Forage and Ambush scenarios the Stronger player is the Defender. For
combat treat Jasyr as a terrain element – the enemy cannot charge it or shoot it. It covers
the field of fire (but not sight) to all Units. Units may move within 2cm of it and move through it as if was Difficult Ground.
Jasyr moves 10cm per turn (as if it were infantry), but in order to do so, must be within 10cm
from a Tatar Unit (it does not need an Order) and more than 20cm from any enemy. It cannot march. If there are no Tatars nearby or the enemy is present then Jasyr cannot move.
Tatars can slaughter the Jasyr (by attacking it in Close Combat or Shooting). The Jasyr has
3 Strength Points and Armor: 2. The combat should be conducted as in the case of a wagon
(Jasyr does not fight back and does not Flee – failed Morale tests result in loss of additional
Strength Points).
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The enemy may take the jasyr. In order to do it a Unit must be in base-to-base contact with
it and spend 1 Maneuver per each Base of jasyr in order to free it. In addition, there can
be no enemy Bases within 10cm of the jasyr. After freeing the prisoners, the jasyr moves as
a Fleeing Unit (Move of 15cm) towards the closest table edge. Tartars may capture jasyr
again by using to the same rules that were used to free them. Tartar Units within 20cm of
the jasyr (even a freed one) re-roll failed Morale tests. This rule no longer applies if the Tartar player attacks any of his jasyr. Freed jasyr that is still on the table is counted as 1 Base of
losses for the chambul from which it came. If it is re-captured (or killed) it no longer counts
as losses. Every freed jasyr that left the table through any table edge other than Tartar table
edge is counted as 2 lost Bases. When calculating the scale of victory a freed jasyr counts as
3 Bases of losses regardless of whether it fled off the table or is still on it. Killed jasyr counts
as 1 lost Base.
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